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Abstract
The purpose of this article is to analyze the government’s choice between preservation and
irreversible development when there is a willingness to pay for retaining the option to use the
 & Fisher , I show that in the
environmental site. Extending the model used by Maler
context of uncertainty about future benefits, the government would choose to preserve the
land when there is an option demand to refrain from using it.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the government’s choice on whether to preserve or to
construct a hydroelectric dam when there is a willingness to pay for retaining the option to
 & Fisher (2005) to explore
use the environmental area. Extending the model used by Maler
the problem of choosing whether to preserve or to develop a tract of land, I show that in the
context of uncertainty about future benefits, the government would choose to preserve the
land when there is an option demand to refrain from using the environmental site.
Cameroon’s government has launched in June 2012, for a value of US $ 840 million, the
construction of a hydroelectric dam in Memve’ele waterfalls in order to boost the electricity
supply. Memvele’ele waterfalls are one of the richest biodiversity areas of the Campo-Ma’an
landscape. The Campo-Ma’an is located in the southwestern corner of Cameroon bordering
to the west by the Atlantic Ocean. The Campo-Ma’an features a National park containing 80
animal mammals such as forest elephants, leopards and gorillas; 302 bird species; 122 reptile
species and 250 fish species. The Campo-Ma’an also contains a coastline of 65 km with
attractive beaches, diverse ethnic groups with different cultural heritage and archaeological
sites.
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The particularity of Memve’ele waterfalls is that they are very close to the biologically part
of the Campo-Ma’an National Park. The proximity of the Memve’ele hydroelectric dam with
the park is then a great concern. A simulation of the zone of impact of the Memve’ele dam
within a radius of 25 km shows that the park’s richest part in terms of wildlife will be
seriously affected by the dam construction (World Wildlife Fund [WWF], 2008).
When the existence of a grand scenic wonder or a unique and fragile ecosystem, such as
Campo-Ma’an National Park is involved, its preservation and continued availability are
significant part of the real income of many individuals (Krutilla, 1967). In fact, people
anticipate visiting the park at sometime in the future although they never will visit it. If these
people are rational, they will be willing to pay for retaining the option to visit the park in the
future (Weisbrod, 1964). A question can therefore arise: should the Campo-Ma’an National
Park be preserved in its natural state for wilderness recreation or further developed as
hydroelectric facility when there is an option demand to refrain the use of the park for that
purpose?
Fisher, Krutilla and Ciccheti (1972), Arrow and Fisher (1974), Henry (1974a, 1974b), Fisher
 and Fisher (2005)
and Hanemann (1986), Albers. Fisher and Hanemann (1996) and Maler
study a similar question of whether to preserve or develop a tract of land. In particular, Fisher
et al. (1972), focusing on the hydroelectric dam project along the Hells Canyon of the Snake
River, show that it will be not optimal to undertake even the most profitable project there,
rather the area is likely to yield greater benefits if left in its natural state. The uncertainty
surrounding the consequences of an irreversible action might then militate for refraining the
hydroelectric dam construction. Arrow and Fisher (1974) approve implicitly this idea while
exploring the implications of uncertainty on estimates of environmental costs of some
activities. They show that the existence of uncertainty will lead to a reduction in net benefits
 and Fisher (2005)
form an activity with environmental costs. In the same vein, Maler
analyze actions that may have irreversible effects but where the decision-maker can improve
her information about the true preferences. They show that current development is less likely
with the prospect that information about uncertain environmental values will be forthcoming
in the future.
The literature considers then uncertainty about future benefits as a key factor influencing the
choice of a decision-maker between preservation and irreversible development of an
environmental site. Of course, the environmental field is permeated by uncertainty, and it is
interesting and far from trivial to analyze the effect of that uncertainty. However, the choice
of a decision-maker on whether to preserve or to develop an environmental area could also be
influenced by an option demand i.e. a willingness to pay for retaining an option to use the
environmental site. To my knowledge, the option demand has not yet been formally studied
by the literature as a factor determining the choice of a decision-maker on whether to develop
or to preserve an estate of land. This paper attempts to fulfill this lack.
2. Model

 & Fisher (2005) to study the
This framework is inspired from the model used by Maler
problem of whether to preserve or to develop a tract of estate. I extend it by using the option
2
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demand as a factor determining the choice of the government between preservation and
irreversible development.
Let consider a government facing an electricity supply shortage. To boost the electricity
production the government plans to set up an irreversible development by constructing an
electric dam in a waterfalls area rich in biodiversity. Let assume that there are economic
agents anticipating to visit and enjoy the beauty of waterfalls and its rich biodiversity. Let
suppose that those agents are rational and so they are willing to pay to preserve this
environmental area. This assumption means that there is an option demand for retaining the
option to use the waterfalls to construct the hydroelectric dam. Let assume that the
government is rational and so its choice, on whether to preserve or develop the waterfalls site,
could be influenced by the option demand. To simplify, let assume that the government is
able to quantify this option demand and will decide to preserve the land for recreation
wilderness if the option demand exists. I further assume that the existence of the option
demand is equivalent to state that the option demand is positive. The option demand is
automatically satisfied when the environmental site exists. It will then pay every potential
user to mask his preferences in order to minimize his private cost. Taking to account this pure
public good nature of the option demand, let assume that when the option demand is positive
this ensures its availability and its sufficiency to offset the benefits stemming from the
construction of the dam.
Let denote ei , the electricity volume produced by the dam at period i . To simplify let suppose
that ei  0 when the dam is not constructed at period i while ei  1 when the dam is
constructed at that period. Let further suppose that the electricity dam is constructed only in
one period and cannot be constructed during many periods. This means implicitly that if the
dam is not constructed at period one, it will be constructed in the future. Let consider for
simplicity, period one as the present and period two as the future.
Let denote the government’s benefit from the construction of the hydroelectric dam at period
one net of the environment cost by B1  e1  , where e1 can be zero or one. The present value of
the government’s benefit from the construction of the electric dam at period two is denoted
by B2  e1  e2 ,  where e2 can be zero or one and  is a random variable. Note that, if

e1  1 then e2  0 .
Let denote Vˆ  e1  , the government’s expected benefits over both periods when uncertainty
about future benefits can be resolved. At we can see, that expected benefits depend on the
government’s choice to construct or to not construct the hydroelectric dam at period one
( e1  0 or e1  1 ) given that e2 is chosen to maximize benefits at period two.
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For e1  0 , Vˆ  0   B1  0   E max B2  0,   , B2 1,  
 e2

For e1  1 ,

1
 2

Vˆ 1  B1 1  E  B2 1, 

Note that, if the government decides to construct the dam at period one, there will be an
electric dam over both periods  e1  1  e1  e2  1 .
To get the government’s choice at period one, ê1 , compare:
Vˆ  0   Vˆ 1  B1  0   B1 1  E max B2  0,  , B2 1,    E  B2 1,   
 e2


The government chooses then

 3


0, if ,Vˆ  0   Vˆ 1  0
eˆ1  
ˆ
ˆ

1, if ,V  0   V 1  0

 4

Let now suppose that the uncertainty about the government’s benefits cannot be resolved. Let
denote, for this case, by V *  e1  the government’s expected benefits over both periods.
For e1  0 ,
For e1  1 ,





 5

V *  0   B1  0   max E  B2  0,  , B2 1,  
e2

6

V * 1  B1 1  E  B2 1, 

As mentioned above, there will be always an electric dam over both periods. To get the
government’s choice at period one compare:





V *  0   V * 1  B1  0   B1 1  max E  B2  0,  , B2 1,    E  B2 1,  
e2

The government chooses then

*
*

0, if ,V  0   V 1  0
e 
*
*

1, if ,V  0   V 1  0
*
1

7
8

3. Result and Discussion
Bear in mind that the government’s choice to preserve or develop the environmental site
when there is an option demand depends on the sign of that option demand as assumed in the
previous section. Let then firstly formalize the option demand.
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 & Fisher (2005) and from equations
Referring to the work of Maler

and

7 ,

the

option demand is formally determined by the relation Vˆ  0   Vˆ 1  V *  0   V * 1 .
Since Vˆ 1  V * 1 , the option demand is then determined by the equation Vˆ  0   V *  0  .
Replacing Vˆ  0  and V *  0  by their respective relations, we get:





Vˆ  0   V *  0   E max B2  0,  , B2 1,    max E  B2  0,   , B2 1,   
e2
 e2


9

From the convexity of the maximum function and Jensen’s inequality, the expected value of a
convex function is greater or equal to the convex function of the expected value of the
random variable. Referring to that theorem, it is straightforward to see that Vˆ  0   V *  0   0 ,
meaning that the option demand is positive. Since the government is assumed to be rational
and its choice on whether to preserve or to construct the hydroelectric dam depends on the
sign of the option demand, the government would then choose to preserve the waterfalls area
rather than constructing a hydroelectric dam on it because the option demand to retain the use
of the land is positive. In other words, the government would refrain to construct a
hydroelectric dam on the waterfalls area when there are people willing to pay to preserve that
environmental site.
4. Conclusion
This article showed that the government would choose to preserve the waterfalls area, instead
of constructing on it a hydroelectric dam which is irreversible, when there are people willing
to pay for retaining the option to use the waterfalls as an electric facility. To obtain this result,
 & Fisher (2005) by using the option demand
I extend the two-period model used by Maler
as a factor determining the choice of the government on whether to preserve or to develop a
tract of land.
This study is still admittedly incomplete. The paper has not taken to account the features of
the option demand as public good to analyze the government’s choice between preservation
and development. An interesting task will be to examine it.
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